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Abstract
In graph instance representation learning, both
the diverse graph instance sizes and the graph
node orderless property have been the major ob-
stacles that render existing representation learn-
ing models fail to work. In this paper, we
will examine the effectiveness of GRAPH-BERT
on graph instance representation learning, which
was designed for node representation learning
tasks originally. To adapt GRAPH-BERT to the
new problem settings, we re-design it with a seg-
mented architecture instead, which is also named
as SEG-BERT (Segmented GRAPH-BERT) for
reference simplicity in this paper. SEG-BERT
involves no node-order-variant inputs or func-
tional components anymore, and it can han-
dle the graph node orderless property naturally.
What’s more, SEG-BERT has a segmented archi-
tecture and introduces three different strategies
to unify the graph instance sizes, i.e., full-input,
padding/pruning and segment shifting, respec-
tively. SEG-BERT is pre-trainable in an unsuper-
vised manner, which can be further transferred to
new tasks directly or with necessary fine-tuning.
We have tested the effectiveness of SEG-BERT
with experiments on seven graph instance bench-
mark datasets, and SEG-BERT can out-perform
the comparison methods on six out of them with
significant performance advantages.
1. Introduction
Different from the previous graph neural network (GNN)
works (Zhang et al., 2020; Velicˇkovic´ et al., 2018; Kipf &
Welling, 2016), which mainly focus on the node embed-
dings in large-sized graph data, we will study the repre-
sentation learning of the whole graph instances in this pa-
per. Representative examples of graph instance data stud-
ied in research include the human brain graph, molecular
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graph, and real-estate community graph, whose nodes (usu-
ally only in tens or hundreds) represent the brain regions,
atoms and POIs, respectively. Graph instance representa-
tion learning has been demonstrated to be an extremely dif-
ficult task. Besides the diverse input graph instance sizes,
attributes and extensive connections, the inherent node-
orderless property (Meng & Zhang, 2019) brings about
more challenges on the model design.
Existing graph representation learning approaches are
mainly based on the convolutional operator (Krizhevsky
et al., 2012) or the approximated graph convolutional oper-
ator (Hammond et al., 2011; Defferrard et al., 2016) for pat-
tern extraction and information aggregation. By adapting
CNN (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) or GCN (Kipf & Welling,
2016) to graph instance learning settings, (Niepert et al.,
2016; Verma & Zhang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang &
Chen, 2019; Chen et al., 2019) introduce different strate-
gies to handle the node orderless properties. However, due
to the inherent learning problems with graph convolutional
operator, such models have also been criticized for serious
performance degradation on deep architectures (Zhang &
Meng, 2019). Deep sub-graph pattern learning (Meng &
Zhang, 2019) is another emerging new-trend on graph in-
stance representation learning. Different from these afore-
mentioned methods, (Meng & Zhang, 2019) introduces the
IsoNN (Isomorphic Neural Net) to learn the sub-graph pat-
terns automatically for graph instance representation learn-
ing, which requires the identical-sized graph instance input
and cannot handle node attributes.
In this paper, we introduce a new graph neural network,
i.e., SEG-BERT (Segmented GRAPH-BERT), for graph in-
stance representation learning based on the recent GRAPH-
BERT model. Originally, GRAPH-BERT is introduced for
node representation learning (Zhang et al., 2020), whose
learning results have been demonstrated to be effective for
various node classification/clustering tasks already. Mean-
while, to adapt GRAPH-BERT to the new problem settings,
we re-design it in several major aspects: (a) SEG-BERT
involves no node-order-variant inputs or functional compo-
nents. SEG-BERT excludes the nodes’ relative positional
embeddings from the initial inputs; whereas both the self-
attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) and the representation fu-
sion component in SEG-BERT can both handle the graph
node orderless property naturally. (b) SEG-BERT unifies
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graph instance input to fit the model configuration. SEG-
BERT has a segmented architecture and introduces three
strategies to unify the graph instance sizes, i.e., full-input,
padding/pruning and segment shifting, which help feed
SEG-BERT with the whole input graph instances (or graph
segments) for representation learning. (c) SEG-BERT re-
introduces graph links as initial inputs. Considering that
some graph instances may have no node attributes, SEG-
BERT re-introduces the graph links (in an artificial fixed
node order) back as one part of the initial inputs for graph
instance representation learning. (d) SEG-BERT uses the
graph residual terms of the whole graph instance. Since we
focus on learning the representations of the whole graph
instances, the graph residual terms involved in SEG-BERT
will be defined for all the nodes in the graph (or segments)
instead of merely for the target nodes (Zhang et al., 2020).
SEG-BERT is pre-trainable in an unsupervised manner, and
the pre-trained model can be further transferred to new
tasks directly or with necessary fine-tuning. To be more
specific, in this paper, we will explore the pre-training
and fine-tuning of SEG-BERT for several graph instance
studies, e.g., node attribute reconstruction, graph structure
recovery, and graph instance classification. Such explo-
rations will help construct the functional model pipelines
for graph instance learning, and avoid the unnecessary re-
dundant learning efforts and resource consumptions.
We summarize our contributions of this paper as follows:
• Graph Representation Learning Unification: We
examine the effectiveness of GRAPH-BERT in graph
instance representation learning task in this paper. The
success of this paper will help unify the currently dis-
connected representation learning tasks on nodes and
graph instances, as discussed in (Zhang, 2019), with a
shared methodology, which will even allow the future
model transfer across graph datasets with totally dif-
ferent properties, e.g., from social networks to brain
graphs.
• Node-Orderless Graph Instances: We introduce a
new graph neural network model, i.e., SEG-BERT, for
graph instance representation learning by re-designing
GRAPH-BERT. SEG-BERT only relies on the attention
learning mechanisms and the node-order-invariant in-
puts and functional components in SEG-BERT allow it
to handle the graph instance node orderless properties
very well.
• Segmented Architecture: We design SEG-BERT in a
segmented architecture, which has a reasonable-sized
input portal. To unify the diverse sizes of input graph
instances to fit the input portals, SEG-BERT intro-
duces three strategies, i.e., full-input, padding/pruning
and segment shifting, which can work well for differ-
ent learning scenarios, respectively.
• Pre-Train & Transfer & Fine-Tune: We study the
unsupervised pre-training of SEG-BERT on graph in-
stance studies, and explore to transfer such pre-trained
models to the down-stream application tasks directly
or with necessary fine-tuning. In this paper, we will
pre-train SEG-BERT with unsupervised node attribute
reconstruction and graph structure recovery tasks,
and further fine-tune SEG-BERT on supervised graph
classification as the down-stream tasks.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
We will introduce the related work in Section 2. Detailed
information about the SEG-BERT model will be introduced
in Section 4, whereas the pre-training and fine-tuning of
SEG-BERT will be introduced in Section 5 in detail. The
effectiveness of SEG-BERT will be tested in Section 6. Fi-
nally, we will conclude this paper in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Several interesting research topics are related to this paper,
which include graph neural networks, graph representa-
tion learning and BERT.
GNNs and Graph Representation Learning: Different
from the node representation learning (Kipf & Welling,
2016; Velicˇkovic´ et al., 2018), GNNs proposed for the
graph representation learning aim at learning the represen-
tation for the entire graph instead (Narayanan et al., 2017).
To handle the graph node permutation invariant challenge,
solutions based various techniques, e.g., attention (Chen
et al., 2019; Meltzer et al., 2019), pooling (Meltzer et al.,
2019; Ranjan et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2018), capsule net
(Mallea et al., 2019), Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel (Kriege
et al., 2016) and sub-graph pattern learning and matching
(Meng & Zhang, 2019), have been proposed.
For instance, (Mallea et al., 2019) studies the graph classi-
fication task with a capsule network; (Chen et al., 2019) de-
fines a dual attention mechanism for improving graph con-
volutional network on graph representation learning; and
(Meltzer et al., 2019) introduces an end-to-end learning
model for graph representation learning based on an atten-
tion pooling mechanism. On the other hand, (Ranjan et al.,
2019) focuses on studying the sparse and differentiable
pooling method to be adopted with graph convolutional
network for graph representation learning; (Kriege et al.,
2016) examines the optimal assignments of kernels for
graph classification, which can out-perform the Weisfeiler-
Lehman kernel on benchmark datasets; and (Jiang et al.,
2018) proposes to introduce the Gaussian mixture model
into the graph neural network for representation learning.
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As an emerging new-trend, (Meng & Zhang, 2019) ex-
plores the deep sub-graph pattern learning and proposes to
learn interpretable graph representations by involving sub-
graph matching into a graph neural network.
BERT: TRANSFORMER (Vaswani et al., 2017) and BERT
(Devlin et al., 2018) based models have almost dominated
NLP and related research areas in recent years due to their
great representation learning power. Prior to that, the main-
stream sequence transduction models in NLP are mostly
based on complex recurrent (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,
1997; Chung et al., 2014) or convolutional neural net-
works (Kim, 2014). However, as introduced in (Vaswani
et al., 2017), the inherently sequential nature precludes par-
allelization within training examples. To address such a
problem, a brand new representation learning model solely
based on attention mechanisms, i.e., the TRANSFORMER,
is introduced in (Vaswani et al., 2017), which dispense with
recurrence and convolutions entirely. Based on TRANS-
FORMER, (Devlin et al., 2018) further introduces BERT for
deep language understanding, which obtains new state-of-
the-art results on eleven natural language processing tasks.
By extending TRANSFORMER and BERT, many new BERT
based models, e.g., T5 (Raffel et al., 2019), ERNIE (Sun
et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), can even out-
perform the human beings on almost all NLP benchmark
datasets. Some extension trials of BERT on new areas have
also been observed. In (Zhang et al., 2020), the authors
explore to extend BERT for graph representation learning,
which discard the graph links and learns node representa-
tions merely based on the attention mechanism.
3. Problem Formulation
In this section, we will first introduce the notations used
in this paper. After that, we will provide the definitions
of several important terminologies, and then introduce the
formal statement of the studied problem.
3.1. Notations
In the sequel of this paper, we will use the lower case let-
ters (e.g., x) to represent scalars, lower case bold letters
(e.g., x) to denote column vectors, bold-face upper case
letters (e.g., X) to denote matrices, and upper case calli-
graphic letters (e.g., X ) to denote sets or high-order ten-
sors. Given a matrix X, we denote X(i, :) and X(:, j) as
its ith row and jth column, respectively. The (ith, jth)
entry of matrix X can be denoted as either X(i, j). We
use X> and x> to represent the transpose of matrix X
and vector x. For vector x, we represent its Lp-norm as
‖x‖p = (
∑
i |x(i)|p)
1
p . The Frobenius-norm of matrix
X is represented as ‖X‖F = (
∑
i,j |X(i, j)|2)
1
2 . The
element-wise product of vectors x and y of the same di-
mension is represented as x ⊗ y, whose concatenation is
represented as x unionsq y.
3.2. Terminology Definitions
Here, we will provide the definitions of several important
terminologies used in this paper, which include graph in-
stance and graph instance set.
DEFINITION 1 (Graph Instance): Formally, a graph in-
stance studied in this paper can be denoted as G =
(V, E , w, x), where V and E denote the sets of nodes and
links in the graph, respectively. Mapping w : E → R
projects links in the graph to their corresponding weight.
For unweighted graphs, we will have w(ei,j) = 1,∀ei,j ∈
E and w(ei,j) = 0,∀ei,j ∈ V ×V \ E . For the nodes in the
graph instance, they may also be associated with certain at-
tributes, which can be represented by mapping x : V → X
(here, X = Rdx denotes the attribute vector space and dx
is the space dimension).
Based on the above definition, given a node vi in graph
instance G, we can represent its connection weights with
all the other nodes in the graph as wi = [w(ei,j)]vj∈V ∈
R
|V|×1. Meanwhile, the raw attribute vector representa-
tion of vi can also be simplified as xi = x(vi). The size of
graph instance G can be denoted as the number of involved
nodes, i.e., |V|. For the graph instances studied in this pa-
per, they can be in different sizes actually, which together
can be represented as a graph instance set.
DEFINITION 2 (Graph Instance Set): For each graph in-
stance studied in this paper, it can be attached with some
pre-defined class labels. Formally, we can represent n la-
beled graph instances studied in this paper as set G =
{(Gi,yi)}ni=1, where yi ∈ Y denotes the label vector of
Gi (here, Y = Rdy is the class label vector space and dy
is the space dimension).
For representation simplicity, in reference to the graph in-
stance set (without labels), we can also denote it as G,
which will be used in the following problem statement.
3.3. Problem Formulation
Based on the notations and terminologies defined above,
we can provide the problem statement as follows.
Problem Statement: Formally, given the labeled graph in-
stance set G, we aim at learning a mapping f : G → Rdh
to project the graph instances to their corresponding latent
representations (dh denotes the hidden representation space
dimension). What’s more, we cast extra requirements on
the mapping f in this paper: (a) representations learned
by f should be invariant to node orders, (b) f can accept
graph instances in various sizes, as well as diverse cate-
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Figure 1: An Illustration of the SEG-BERT Model for Graph Instance Representation Learning.
gories of information inputs, (c) f can be effectively pre-
trained with the unsupervised learning tasks, and (d) repre-
sentations learned by f can also be transferred to the down-
stream application tasks.
4. The SEG-BERT Model
In this section, we will provide the detailed information
about the SEG-BERT model for graph instance represen-
tation learning. As illustrated in Figure 1, the SEG-BERT
model has several key components: (1) graph instance seri-
alization to reshape the various-sized input graph instances
into node list, where the node orders will not affect the
learning results; (2) initial embedding extraction to define
the initial input feature vectors for all nodes in the graph
instance; (3) input size unification to fit the input portal
size of graph-transformer; (4) graph-transformer to learn
the nodes’ representations in the graph instance (or seg-
ments) with several layers; (5) representation fusion to in-
tegrate the learned representations of all nodes in the graph
instance; and (6) functional component to compute and out-
put the learning results. These components will all be intro-
duced in this section in detail, whereas the learning detail
of SEG-BERT will be discussed in the follow-up Section 5
instead.
4.1. Graph Serialization and Initial Embeddings
Formally, given a graph instance G ∈ G from the graph
set, we can denote its structure as G = (V, E , w, x), in-
volving node set V and link set E , respectively. To simplify
the notations, we will not indicate the graph instance in-
dex subscript in this section. Both the initial inputs and
the functional components in SEG-BERT are node-order-
invariant, i.e., the nodes’ learned representations are not
dependent on the node orders. Therefore, regardless of the
nodes’ orders, we can serialize node set V into a sequence
[v1, v2, · · · , v|V|]. For the same graph instance, if it is fed to
train/tune SEG-BERT for multiple times, the node order in
the list can change arbitrarily without affecting the learning
representations.
For each node in the list, e.g., vi, we can represent its raw
features as a vector xi = x(vi) ∈ Rdx×1, which can cover
various types of information, e.g., node tags, attributes, tex-
tual descriptions and even images. Via certain embedding
mappings, we can denote the embedded feature representa-
tion of vi’s raw features as
e
(x)
i = Embed (xi) ∈ Rdh×1. (1)
Depending on the input features, different approaches can
be utilized to define the Embed(·) function, e.g., CNN for
image features, LSTM for textual features, positional em-
bedding for tags and MLP for real-number features. In the
case when the graph instance nodes have no raw attributes
on nodes, a dummy zero vector will be used to fill in the
embedding vector e(x)i entries by default.
To handle the graph instances without node attributes, in
this paper, we will also extend the original GRAPH-BERT
model by defining the node adjacency neighborhood em-
beddings. Meanwhile, to ensure such an embedding is
node-order invariant, we will cast an artificially fixed node
order on this embedding vector (which is fixed forever for
the graph instance). For simplicity, we will just follow the
node subscript index as the node orders in this paper. For-
mally, for each node vi, following the fixed artificial node
order, we can denote its adjacency neighbors as a vector
wi = [w(i, j)]vj∈V ∈ R|V|×1. Via several fully connected
(FC) layers based mappings, we can represent the embed-
ded representation of vi’s adjacency neighborhood infor-
mation as
e
(w)
i = FC-Embed (wi) ∈ Rdh×1. (2)
The degrees of nodes can illustrate their basic proper-
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ties (Chung et al., 2003; Bondy, 1976), and according to
(Lova´sz, 1996) for the Markov chain or random walk on
graphs, their final stationary distribution will be propor-
tional to the nodes’ degrees. Node degree is also a node-
order invariant actually. Formally, we can represent the de-
gree of vi in the graph instance as D(vi) ∈ N, and its
embedding can be represented as
e
(d)
i = Position-Embed (D(vi))
=
[
sin
(
D(vi)
10000
2l
dh
)
, cos
(
D(vj)
10000
2l+1
dh
)]⌊ dh
2
⌋
l=0
,
(3)
where e(d)i ∈ Rdh×1 and the vector index l will iterate
through the vector to compute the entry values based on
the sin(·) and cos(·) functions.
In addition to the node raw feature embedding, node adja-
cency neighborhood embedding and node degree embed-
ding, we will also include the nodes’ Weisfeiler-Lehman
role embedding vector in this paper, which effectively de-
notes the nodes’ global roles in the input graph. Nodes’
Weisfeiler-Lehman code is node-order-invariant, which de-
notes a positional property of the nodes actually. Formally,
given a node vi in the input graph instance, we can denote
its pre-computed WL code as WL(vi) ∈ N, whose corre-
sponding embeddings can be denoted as
e
(r)
i = Position-Embed (WL(vi)) ∈ Rdh×1. (4)
SEG-BERT doesn’t include the relative positional embed-
ding and relative hop distance embedding used in (Zhang
et al., 2020), as there exist no target node for the graph in-
stances studied in this paper. Based on the above descrip-
tions, we can represent the initially computed input embed-
ding vectors of node vi in graph G as
h
(0)
i = sum
(
e
(x)
i , e
(w)
i , e
(d)
i , e
(r)
i
)
∈ Rdh×1. (5)
4.2. Graph Instance Size Unification Strategies
Different from (Zhang et al., 2020), where the sampled sub-
graphs all have the identical size, the graph instance input
usually have different number of nodes instead. To handle
such a problem, we design SEG-BERT with an instance size
unification component in this paper. Formally, we can de-
note the input portal size of SEG-BERT used in this paper
as k, i.e., it can take the initial input embedding vectors of
k nodes at a time. Depending on the input graph instance
sizes, SEG-BERT will define the parameter k and handle
the graph instances with different strategies:
• Full-Input Strategy: The input portal size k of SEG-
BERT is defined as the largest graph instance size in
the dataset, and dummy node padding will be used to
expand all graph instances to k nodes (zero padding
for the connections, raw attributes and other tags).
• Padding/Pruning Strategy: The input portal size k
of SEG-BERT is assigned with a value slightly above
the graph instance average size. For the graph instance
input with less than k nodes, dummy node padding
(zero padding) is used to expand the graph to k nodes;
whereas for larger input graph instances, a k-node
sub-graph (e.g., the first k nodes) will be extracted
from them and the remaining nodes will be pruned.
• Segment Shifting Strategy: A fixed input portal size
k will be pre-specified, which can be a very small
number. For the graph instance input with node set
V , the nodes will be divided into
⌈
|V|
k
⌉
segments, and
dummy node padding will be used for the last segment
if necessary. SEG-BERT will shift along the segments
to learn all the nodes representations in the graph in-
stances.
Generally, the full-input strategy will use all the input graph
nodes for representation learning, but for a small-graph set
with a few number of extremely large graph instance(s), a
very large k will be used in SEG-BERT, which may intro-
duce unnecessary high time costs. The padding/pruning
strategy balances the parameter k among all the graph in-
stances and can learn effective representations in an effi-
cient way, but it may have information loss for the pruned
parts of some graph instances. Meanwhile, the segment
shifting strategy can balance between the full-input strategy
and padding/pruning strategy, which fuses the graph in-
stance global information for representation learning with
a small model input portal. More experimental tests of
such different graph instance size unification strategies will
also be explored with experiments on real-world bench-
mark datasets to be introduced in Section 6.
4.3. Segmented Graph-Transformer
To learn the graph instance representations, we will intro-
duce the segmented graph-transformer in this part to up-
date such nodes’ representations iteratively with D lay-
ers. Formally, based on the above descriptions, we can
denote the current segment as sj = [vj,1, vj,2, · · · , vj,k],
whose initial input embeddings can be denoted as H(0)j =
[h
(0)
j,1 ,h
(0)
j,2 , · · · ,h(0)j,k]> ∈ Rk×dh and h(0)j,i ∈ Rdh×1 is de-
fined in Equation (5). Depending on the different unifi-
cation strategies adopted, the segment can denote all the
graph nodes, pruned/padded node subset or the node seg-
ments, respectively. For the segmented graph-transformer,
it will update the segment representations iteratively for
each layer ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , D} according to the following
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(a) Train Acc (IMDB) (b) Test Acc (IMDB) (c) Train Acc (Proteins) (d) Test Acc (Proteins)
Figure 2: Learning records of SEG-BERT on the IMDB-Multi social-graph dataset and the Proteins bio-graph dataset. For
the graph data with discrete structures, most of the comparison models studied in the experiments will overfit the training
data easily and an early stop is usually necessary. The x axis: iteration, and the y axis: training/testing loss.
equation:
H
(l)
j = G-Transformer(H
(l−1)
j ),
= Transformer(H(l−1)j ) + G-Res(H
(l−1)
j ,Xj),
(6)
where Transformer(·) and G-Res(·) denote the transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and graph residual terms (Zhang &
Meng, 2019), respectively. Here, we need to add some re-
marks on the graph residual terms used in the model. Dif-
ferent from (Zhang et al., 2020), which integrates the target
node residual terms to all the nodes in the batch, (1) for
the graph instances without any node attributes, the nodes
adjacency neighborhood vectors will be used to compute
the residual terms, and (2) we compute the graph residual
term with the whole graph instance instead in this paper
(not merely for the target node).
Such a process will iterate through all the segments
of the input graph instance nodes, and the finally
learned node representations can be denoted as H(D) =
[h
(D)
1 ,h
(D)
2 , · · · ,h(D)|V| ]> ∈ R|V|×dh . In this paper, for pre-
sentation simplicity, we just assume all the hidden layers
are of the same dimension dh. Considering that we focus
on learning the representations of the entire graph instance
in this paper, SEG-BERT will integrate such node represen-
tations together to define the fused graph instance represen-
tation vector as follows:
z = Fusion
(
H(D)
)
=
1
|V|
|V|∑
i=1
h
(D)
1 . (7)
Both vector z and matrix H(D) will be outputted to
the down-stream application tasks for the model train-
ing/tuning and graph instance representation learning,
which will be introduced in the follow-up section in detail.
5. SEG-BERT Learning
In this part, we will focus on the pre-training and fine-
tuning of SEG-BERT with several concrete graph instance
learning tasks. To be more specific, we will introduce two
unsupervised pre-training tasks to learn SEG-BERT based
on node raw attribute reconstruction and graph structure
recovery, which ensure the learned node and graph repre-
sentations can capture both the raw attribute and structure
information in the graph instances. After that, we will in-
troduce one supervised tasks to fine-tune SEG-BERT for the
graph instance classification, which will cast extra refine-
ments on the learned node and graph representations.
5.1. Unsupervised Pre-Training
The pre-training tasks used in this paper will enable SEG-
BERT to effectively capture both the node raw attributes
and graph instance structures in the learned nodes and
graph representation vectors. In the case where the graph
instances have no node raw attributes, only graph structure
recovery will be used for the pre-training. Formally, based
on the learned representations H(D) of all the nodes in the
graph instance, e.g., G, with several fully connected lay-
ers, we can project such latent representations to their raw
features. Furthermore, by comparing the reconstructed fea-
ture matrix against the ground-truth raw features and min-
imizing their differences, we will be able to pre-train the
SEG-BERT model with all the graph instances. Further-
more, based on the nodes learned representations, we can
also compute the closeness (e.g., cosine similarity of the
representation vectors) of the node pairs in the graph. Fur-
thermore, compared against the ground-truth graph con-
nection weight matrix, we can define the introduced loss
term for graph structure recovery of all the graph instances
to pre-train the SEG-BERT model.
5.2. Transfer and Fine-Tuning
When applying the pre-trained SEG-BERT and the learned
representations in new application tasks, e.g., graph in-
stance classification, necessary fine-tuning can be needed.
Formally, we can denote the batch of labeled graph instance
as T = {(Gi,yi)}i, where yi denotes the label vector of
graph instance Gi. Based on the fused representation vec-
tor zi learned for graph instance Gi ∈ G, we can further
project it to the label vector with several fully connected
layers together with the softmax normalization function,
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Table 1: Experimental results of different comparison methods. For the results not reported in the previous works, we
mark the corresponding entries with ‘−’ in the table. The entries are the accuracy scores (mean±std) achieved by the
baseline methods with the 10 folds. For SEG-BERT(padding/pruning, none) and SEG-BERT(padding/pruning, raw), they
denote SEG-BERT with the padding/pruning strategy and different graph residual terms (raw vs none). At the last row on
SEG-BERT*, we show the best results obtained by SEG-BERT with all these three unification strategies.
Datasets IMDB-B IMDB-M COLLAB MUTAG PROTEINS PTC NCI1
# Graphs 1,000 1,500 5,000 188 1,113 344 4,110
# Classes 2 3 3 2 2 3 2
Avg. # Nodes 19.8 13.0 74.5 17.9 39.1 25.5 29.8
max # Nodes 136 89 492 28 620 109 111
Methods Accuracy (mean±std)
WL (Shervashidze et al., 2011) 73.40±4.63 49.33±4.75 79.02±1.77 82.05±0.36 74.68±0.49 59.90±4.30 82.19±0.18
GK (Shervashidze et al., 2009) 65.87±0.98 43.89±0.38 72.84±0.28 81.58±2.11 71.67±0.55 57.26±1.41 62.28±0.29
DGK (Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015) 66.96±0.56 44.55±0.52 73.09±0.25 87.44±2.72 75.68±0.54 60.08±2.55 80.31±0.46
AWE (Ivanov & Burnaev, 2018) 74.45±5.83 51.54±3.61 73.93±1.94 87.87±9.76 − − −
PSCN (Niepert et al., 2016) 71.00±2.29 45.23±2.84 72.60±2.15 88.95±4.37 75.00±2.51 62.29±5.68 76.34±1.68
DAGCN (Chen et al., 2019) − − − 87.22±6.10 76.33±4.3 62.88±9.61 81.68±1.69
SPI-GCN (Atamna et al., 2019) 60.40±4.15 44.13±4.61 − 84.40±8.14 72.06±3.18 56.41±5.71 64.11±2.37
DGCNN (Zhang et al., 2018) 70.03±0.86 47.83±0.85 73.76±0.49 85.83±1.66 75.54±0.94 58.59±2.47 74.44±0.47
GCAPS-CNN (Verma & Zhang, 2018) 71.69±3.40 48.50±4.10 77.71±2.51 − 76.40±4.17 66.01±5.91 82.72±2.38
CapsGNN (Zhang & Chen, 2019) 73.10±4.83 50.27±2.65 79.62±0.91 86.67±6.88 76.28±3.63 − 78.35±1.55
SEG-BERT(padding/pruning, none) 75.40±2.29 52.27±1.55 78.42±1.29 89.24±7.78 77.09±4.15 68.86±4.17 70.15±1.84
SEG-BERT(padding/pruning, raw) 74.70±3.74 50.60±3.03 74.90±1.78 89.80±6.71 76.28±2.91 64.84±6.77 68.10±2.55
SEG-BERT* 77.20±3.09 53.40±2.12 78.42±1.29 90.85±6.58 77.09±4.15 68.86±4.17 70.15±1.84
which can be denoted as
yˆi = softmax (FC (zi)) ∈ Rdy×1. (8)
Meanwhile, based on the known ground-truth label vector
of graph instances in the training set, we can define the
introduced loss term for the graph instance based on the
corss-entropy term as follows:
`gc =
∑
(Gi,yi)∈T
dy∑
j=1
−yi(j) log yˆi(j). (9)
By optimizing the above loss term, we will be able to re-
fine SEG-BERT and the learned graph instance representa-
tions based on the application tasks specifically.
6. Experiments
To test the effectiveness of SEG-BERT, extensive exper-
iments on real-world graph instance benchmark datasets
will be done in this section. What’s more, we will also
compare SEG-BERT with both the classic and state-of-the-
art graph instance representation learning baseline methods
to demonstrate its advantages.
Reproducibility: Both the datasets and source code used
can be accessed via the github page1. Detailed information
1https://github.com/jwzhanggy/SEG-BERT
about the server used to run the model can be found at the
footnote2.
6.1. Dataset and Experimental Settings
Dataset Descriptions: The graph instance datasets used
in this experiments include IMDB-Binary, IMDB-Multi
and COLLAB, as well as MUTAG, PROTEINS, PTC and
NCI1, which are all the benchmark datasets as used in
(Yanardag & Vishwanathan, 2015) and all the follow-up
graph classification papers (Zhang & Chen, 2019; Verma
& Zhang, 2018; Xu et al., 2018). Among them, IMDB-
Binary, IMDB-Multi and COLLAB are the social graph
datasets; whereas the remaining ones are the bio-graph
datasets. Basic statistical information about the datasets is
also available at the top of Table 1.
Comparison Baselines: The comparison baseline methods
used in this paper include (1) conventional graph kernel
based methods, e.g., Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree kernel
(WL) (Shervashidze et al., 2011) and graphlet count kernel
(GK) (Shervashidze et al., 2009); (2) existing deep learn-
ing based methods, e.g., Deep Graph Kernel (DGK) (Ya-
nardag & Vishwanathan, 2015) and AWE (Ivanov & Bur-
naev, 2018), PATCHY-SAN (PSCN) (Niepert et al., 2016);
2GPU Server: ASUS X99-E WS motherboard, Intel Core i7
CPU 6850K@3.6GHz (6 cores, 40 PCIe lanes), 3 Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU (11 GB buffer each), 128 GB DDR4 memory
and 128 GB SSD swap.
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Table 2: Evaluation results of different graph instance size unification strategies in SEG-BERT. No residual terms are used
here, and the default epoch number is 500. The time denotes the average time cost for mode training in the 10 folds. For
SEG-BERT with the segment shifting strategy, the default parameter k is set as 20.
Strategies IMDB-B IMDB-M MUTAG PTC
Accuracy k Time(s) Accuracy k Time(s) Accuracy k Time(s) Accuracy k Time(s)
Full-Input 76.90±1.76 136 2808.70 53.33±2.53 89 2397.42 90.85±6.58 28 55.73 68.01±4.23 109 700.98
Padding/Pruning 75.40±2.29 50 1312.42 52.27±1.55 50 1654.66 89.24±7.78 25 55.19 68.86±4.17 50 223.47
Segment Shifting 77.20±3.09 20 1525.97 53.40±2.12 20 1730.08 90.29±7.74 20 88.40 66.54±4.18 20 295.83
and (3) state-of-the-art deep learning methods, e.g., Dual
Attention Graph Convolutional Network (DAGCN) (Chen
et al., 2019), Simple Permutation-Invariant Graph Convo-
lutional Network (SPI-GCN) (Atamna et al., 2019), Graph
Capsule CNN (GCAPS-CNN) (Verma & Zhang, 2018) and
Deep Graph CNN (DGCNN) (Zhang et al., 2018), and Cap-
sule Graph Neural Network (CapsGNN) (Zhang & Chen,
2019). Evaluation Metric: The learning performance of
these methods will be evaluated by Accuracy as the metric.
Experimental Settings: In the experiments, we will first
compare SEG-BERT with the padding/pruning strategy for
input size unification against the baseline methods, which
can help test if a sub-structures in graph instances can cap-
ture the characteristics of the whole graph instance or not.
The other two strategies will be discussed at the end of this
section in detail. For the input portal size k, it is assigned
with a value slightly larger than the graph instance aver-
age sizes of each dataset. All the graph instances in the
datasets will be partitioned into train, validate, testing sets
according to the ratio 8:1:1 with the 10-fold cross valida-
tion, where the validation set is used for parameter tuning
and selection. Meanwhile, for fair comparisons (existing
works use 9 : 1 train/test partition without validation set),
such 10% validation set will also be used as training data
as well to further fine-tune SEG-BERT after the parameter
selection.
Default Model Parameter Settings: If not clearly speci-
fied, the results reported in this paper are based on the fol-
lowing parameter settings of SEG-BERT: input portal size:
k = 25 (MUTAG), k = 50 (IMDB-Binary, IMDB-Multi,
NCI1, PTC) and k = 100 (COLLAB, PROTEINS); hidden
size: 32; attention head number: 2; hidden layer number:
D = 2; learning rate: 0.0005 (PTC) and 0.0001 (others);
weight decay: 5e−4; intermediate size: 32; hidden dropout
rate: 0.5; attention dropout rate: 0.3; graph residual term:
raw/none; training epoch: 500 (early stop if necessary to
avoid over-fitting).
6.2. Graph Instance Classification Results
Model Train Records: As illustrated in Figure 2, we show
the learning records (training/testing accuracy) of SEG-
BERT on both the IMDB-Multi social graph and the Protein
bio-graph datasets. According to the plots, graph instance
classification is very different from classification task on
other data types, as the model can get over-fitting easily.
Similar phenomena have been observed for most compar-
ison methods on the other datasets as well. Even though
the default training epoch is 500 mentioned above, an early
stop of training SEG-BERT is usually necessary. In this pa-
per, we decide the early-stop learning epoch number based
on the partitioned validation set.
Main Results: The main learning results of of all the com-
parison methods are provided in Table 1. The SEG-BERT
method shown here adopts the padding/pruning strategy to
handle the graph data input. The residual terms adopted
are indicated by the SEG-BERT method name in the paren-
theses. According to the evaluation results, SEG-BERT
can greatly improve the learning performance on most of
the benchmark datasets. For instance, the accuracy score
of SEG-BERT (none) on IMDB-Binary is 75.40, which
is much higher than many of the state-of-the-art base-
line methods, e.g., DGCNN, GCAPS-CNN and CapsGNN.
Similarly learning performance advantages have also been
observed on the other datasets, except NCI1.
For the raw residual term used in SEG-BERT, for some of
the datasets as shown in Table 1, e.g., MUTAG, it can im-
prove the learning performance; whereas for the remaining
ones, its effectiveness is not very significant. The main rea-
son can be for most of the graph instances studied here they
don’t have node attributes and the discrete nodes adjacency
neighborhood embeddings can be very sparse, which ren-
ders the computed residual terms to be less effective for
performance improvement.
Graph Size Unification Strategy Analysis: The analy-
ses of the different graph size unification strategies is pro-
vided in Table 2. For SEG-BERT with the full-input strat-
egy on COLLAB, PROTEIN and NCI1 (with more in-
stances and large max graph sizes), the training time costs
are too high (> 3 days to run the 10 folds). So, the re-
sults on these three datasets are not shown here. As il-
lustrated in Table 2, the performance of full-input is bet-
ter than padding/pruning, but it also consumes the high-
est time cost. The padding/pruning strategy has the lowest
time costs but its performance is slightly lower than full-
input and segment shifting. Meanwhile, the learning perfor-
mance of segment shifting balances between full-input and
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padding/pruning, which can even out-perform full-input as
it introduce far less dummy paddings in the input.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduce a new graph neural net-
work model, namely SEG-BERT, for graph instance repre-
sentation learning. With several significant modifications,
the re-designed SEG-BERT has no node-order-variant in-
puts or function components, which can handle the node
orderless property very well. SEG-BERT has an extendable
architecture. For large-sized graph instance input, SEG-
BERT will divide the nodes into segments, whereas all the
nodes in the graph will be used for the representation learn-
ing of each segment. We have tested the effectiveness of
SEG-BERT on several concrete application tasks, and the
experimental results demonstrate that SEG-BERT can out-
perform the state-of-the-art graph instance representation
learning models effectively.
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